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"What shall we then say to these things? If God be for us, who can be against
us?"Romans 8:31 KJV
Brothers and Sisters,
Like all of you this has been very different times for us personally and ministry wise the
last several weeks. We have been staying home most of the time. Lesa has been going to work
every day since her job is required essential. Fortunately, the shop is behind our house so I have
been able to finish up some repairs on missionary vehicles that were here. It has been a time
where I have been able to help some church members with vehicle needs along with being able
to do some work on many of the widowʼs vehicles in our church. There have been several phone
calls trying to help out with repairs as best as we can.

SENDING CHURCH:
Hillcrest Baptist Church
6069 Woodstock Rd.
Acworth, GA 30102

Points Of Interest

We have been blessed with some vehicle donations recently to go along with other
donations we have had in the past which we need to schedule pick up dates soon-that is when
we are able to do so in a safe manner. We need to bring these donations back to the shops
for repair to be able to get them onto the mission field for missionaries. Please pray with us
so we can raise funds to repair these vehicles, they will be good vehicles once we are able to
make the necessary repairs. It is our goal to always give the vehicles in very good condition to
the missionaries and churches needing them.
We stepped out in faith last month after receiving a call from a widow of a longtime ABA
pastor. She needed help with getting a new transmission. I was able to make contact with a
transmission shop in Arkansas who agreed to replace the transmission for $ 1,780 which is
about half of the normal cost.
Macedonian Missionary Services covered this expense
knowing the Lord will provide the help to recover the cost. We are not always able to help in
this kind of way, but after praying about it, felt led to help in this situation. If you would like
to help in any way, please contact the Kentucky office of Macedonian Missionary Service.
Some other prayer requests to consider- we started repairs on a truck which was
given to Macedonian Missionary Services which we will used to transport vehicles along with
moving the mechanics and other Macedonian equipment. The repairs to this truck are
around $ 5,000 to complete and will be a great truck. I am also working out some other
possible vehicle donations that we can get in to service and repaired with proper funds.
Thank you in advance for your prayers on these projects/requests. It does take funds for fuel,
insurance and parts to repair all these, but we certainly feel like the eternal rewards are
worth the expense for these precious souls that are saved through the churches and
missionaries that may benefit from the vehicles.
We are praying for your churches and families. We hope to see you soon.
Thank you for your prayers and support
Brother Ricki Boyle
Mechanic Director
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